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Details of Visit:

Author: Michael A
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 5 Apr 2014 13:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07852516245

The Premises:

Lady works in a house that is clean and well kept behind some shops in a good quiet residential
area. Discreet with free parking and good bus connections to all parts of North London. A two
bedroom flat situated behind a row of shops on a not to busy main road, it has a discreet entrance
which I felt safe going into. The flat was clean and fit for purpose, with two upstairs bedrooms that
can be used.

The Lady:

Anna Marie, who is a Spanish Blond, said she was 37 when I asked her age, greeted me warmly
and immediately put me at ease with her relaxed manor. She stands about 5' 6” and was wearing a
tight dress cut high with a white linen blouse when I met her. She is very curvy, which I prefer in a
woman, and I would say is a size 12 with a bust size of 36. We discussed the prices and services
offered, and I plumbed for the one hour full personal at £80. Her English is good, and she has a
nice smile, and as it happens a nice personality to, which makes for a good GFE if that’s what you
are after.

The Story:

Anna Marie made me feel at ease from the start, so I was relaxed and not at all edgy as can be the
case on many of these encounters for the first time with someone you have not seen before. First
up we started with some kissing which to my surprise went into open mouthed tonsil tickling very
quickly, then Anna Marie did some nice oral on me, her technique is wonderful licking the tip, and
then all the way down the shaft, and finally deep throating me, she is very skilful at this, and I nearly
came at this point, and had to ask her to stop. So we then moved into straight sex in mish and then
we reversed roles with her on top. I still had time as my hour was not up, She is no clock watcher
and was never in a hurry to push me out, we lay together and had a nice cuddle. I then did some
more masturbation on her, until I think she had an orgasm, this woman does indeed enjoy her work!
Anna Marie must be a very sexy individual. Afterwards I showered off as I like to feel clean and
refreshed, and left with a smile and a spring in my step having found a little gem of a woman who
gives a great service, and at very reasonable prices. I will be returning soon.
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